Tyco Security Products to exhibit at Securex
Visit CEM Systems & Visonic on stand no.1

Belfast, 16th April 2012 --- Tyco Security Product brands CEM Systems and Visonic will showcase their leading security solutions at Securex, Poland, 23rd-26th April, stand number 1.

- CEM to exhibit latest version of AC2000 security management system and innovative hardware

CEM will exhibit the powerful AC2000 security management system. CEM AC2000 is an intelligent security management solution for small through to large, multi sites. Proven as one of the most sophisticated, reliable and innovative security management solutions available, AC2000 has a range of features that increase the performance, simplicity and scope of the system, and improve operational efficiency.

CEM’s range of industry leading hardware will also be on display including the S3030 portable reader which has many new and innovative features including the display of cardholder photographs on the reader along with details such as Name and Job Title to assist with visual verification. Also on display will be CEM’s range of intelligent readers as well as the cost effective leading Power over Ethernet (PoE+) access control solution.

- Visonic presents new range based on PowerG technology

Visonic will present new products and solutions based on its innovative PowerG technology. With PowerG-enabled alarm systems, security professionals and central stations can offer the most reliable and robust wireless alarm systems available in the industry today. They are also able to expand their business to include large premises while saving money and time with much faster and easier installations.
Visonic will demonstrate its PowerMaster family of intrusion alarm systems. **PowerMaster-30 G2** is a professional wireless security, safety and control system suitable for heavy duty operation required in SMB installations and mid to high-end residential premises. It accommodates over 120 wireless devices: up to 64 zones, 32 keypads, 32 key fobs, 8 sirens and 4 repeaters. **PowerMaster-10 G2** is more suitable for residential installations and accommodates over 120 wireless devices: 30 zones, keypads, 8 key fobs, 2 sirens and 4 repeaters.

Also on show is The PowerManage – Visonic's IP receiver and management platform which enables central stations to handle 15,000 systems in one receiver. This platform also enables a highly reliable and cost-effective visual alarm verification solution (RealAlarm) and provides customers with a range of advanced applications.

-END-

**About Tyco Security Products**

Tyco Security Products, a business unit of Tyco International, is a unified group of world-leading access control, video and intrusion brands. Operating in more than 40 offices with over 2500 employees, these brands- American Dynamics, Bentel, CEM Systems, CONNECT24, DSC, Kantech, Software House, Sur-Gard and Visonic - have more combined years of experience in the security industry than any other group in the world. Our security integration platforms, built by our developers from across all product disciplines allow our customers to see more, do more, and save more. Our solutions today are designed to be compatible with the technology of tomorrow.

For more information on Tyco Security Products, visit [www.tycosecurityproducts.com](http://www.tycosecurityproducts.com)